
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Graduate School Executive Committee 
Minutes, Special Meeting of February 14, 1984 

1:15 p.m., 303 Johnston Hall 

Present: Faculty representatives--Professors James R. Boen, Jerome W. 
Hammond, Dale L. Lange, Edward I. Sucoff, David R. Thompson, 
Gerhard H. Weiss; Duluth representative--Professor Stephen C. 
Hedman; Graduate Fellowship Committee representative--Gary R. 
Gray; administrative representatives--Deans Robert T. Holt (chair), 
Judson D. Sheridan, Kenneth Zimmerman; student representatives-
Elin Anderson, Kevin Anderson, Stephen Linne, Robert Stevens; 
guests--Stephen Hoenack, Rebecca Dors~t;Civil Service represen
tative--Paul Larson; staff--Andrew J. Hein, Myrna Smith; 
secretary--Vicki Field 

Dean Holt convened the meeting and briefly reviewed the tuition structure 
and minimum residence requirement of 81 credits for the Ph.D. degree at the 
University of Wisconsin. For the Committee 1 s information, he reported that 
over the past three years, students in 37 graduate degree programs here 
offered 70 credits or less on the average toward the Ph.D., while in 58 
programs 81 or fewer credits were offered on average. If 36 thesis credits 
were added to a minimum two-year (six-quarter) resiaence requirement for the 
Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota, the total number of credits required 
for the degree would be similar to that at Wisconsin, yet the Ph.D. at 
Minnesota would cost less. Under such a requirement, students in some 
doctoral programs (those with currently low course requirements) would pay 
more for the degree than they do at present, Dean Holt acknowledged. 

Ms. Dorsett described the following tuition schemes and provided correspon
ding tuition rates. All assumed a residence requirement of six quarters. 

Scheme I 

Masters Full-Time $671.14(7- 15 cr) 
Part-Time 335.57 (1 - 6 cr) 

Ph.D. Full-Time 720. 12 (7 - 15 cr) 
Part-Time 360.06 ( 1 - 6 cr) 

[part-time rate calculated as one-half of full-time rate] 

A. If all master 1
S students who had completed 44 credits and all Ph.D. 

students who had completed 54 credits were allowed to register for 
additional credits at no cost under Scheme I, the following tuition 
rates would apply at the doctoral level: 

Ph.D. Full-Time 
Part-Time 

$2,103.24 (7 - 15 cr) 
1,051.62 (1 - 6 cr) 
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B. If current master's students took seven credits or more for seven 
quarters and Ph.D. students six credits or more for nine quarters 
under this scheme, the following tuition rates would apply at the 
doctoral 1 evel: 

Ph.D. Full-Time $ 858.55 (7- 15 cr) 
429.27 (1 - 6 cr) 

Scheme II 

Masters Full-Time 
Part-Time 

Ph.D. Full-Time 
Part-Time 

$ 671.14 (7 - 15 cr) 
91.52 per credit 

1,199.37 (7 - 15 cr) 
91.52 per credit 

[part-time rate calculated on per credit basis] 

If the two variations noted under Scheme I were applied to Scheme II, 
the following tuition rates would result at the doctoral level: 

A) Ph . D • F u 11 -T i me 
Part-Time 

B) Ph . D. F u 11 -Time 
Part-Time 

$4,831.17 (7 - 15 cr) 
91.52 per credit 

1,450.18 (7 - 15 cr) 
91.52 per credit 

Scheme II I 

Masters and Ph.D. Full-Time 
Combined Part-Time 

$ 706.71 (7- 15 cr) 
353.35 (1 - 6 cr) 

Scheme IV 

Masters and Ph.D. Full-Time 
Combined Part-Time 

$ 896.67 (7 - 20 cr) 
91.52 per credit 

First Variation on Scheme iii (No ~~arginal Price Feature) 

Masters and Ph.D. Full-Time 
Combined Half-Time 

Quarter-Time 

$ 722.99 (7 - 20 cr) 
361.50 (2 - 6 cr) 
180 . 7 5 ( 1 c r) 

Second Variation on Scheme III (Includes Marginal Price Feature) 

Masters and Ph.D. Full-Time 
Combined Half-Time 

Quarter-Time 

(est.) $ 800 . 00 ( 7 - 20 c r) 
400.00 (2 - 6 cr) 
200.00 (1 cr) 

J 
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[under this scheme students who had completed 80 credits, for example, 
could register for additional credits at one-third price] 

A lengthy discussion ensued. Ms. Dorsett explained that the figures did 
not take into account current students who would not be bound by a new 
residence requirement. (If adopted, the new tuition structure would apply 
to all graduate students, but the residence requirement would apply only 
to new students who had registered for the first time in a specified 
quarter.) Tuition rates were calculated on the basis of $91.52 per credit, 
the anticipated per credit tuition for 1984-85, Ms. Dorsett indicated. 
The average credit load, based on an examination of graduate enrollments 
over the past several years, was assumed to be 8-9 credits. 

Dean Holt favored a dual flat-rate tuition structure combined with a resi
dence requirement of six or nine quarters and a marginal price feature 
which would allow students who had met some credit minimum to register 
for additional credits at reduced cost (second variation on Scheme III). 
Mr. Hoenack pointed out that the less students pay for additional credits 
beyond the credit minimum, the higher the tuition rate will be for other 
students. · 

Dean Holt suggested that thesis credits could be included in the full-time 
band. Professor Thompson noted that thesis credits were not reflected in 
the tuition figures presented, since few thesis credits have yet been taken. 
Dean Holt agreed and said that the effect of thesis credits on the projected 
tuition rates would be to reduce them. 

Professor Sucoff inquired about the number of students who complete a 
master•s degree in six quarters or less. Ms. Dorsett replied that slightly 
less than half finish the degree in this time (most master•s students re
quire six to nine quarters to finish). 

Dean Holt emphasized that the plans under consideration recognize two groups 
of students within the system and do not therefore reflect steady-state 
structures. He reiterated his preference for a steady-state tuition scheme 
that would permit students to register at a marginal tuition rate at some 
defined point, as proposed by Professor Sucoff. Mr. Hoenack pointed out 
that the nature of the steady-state structure would depend on thesis credit 
registration and student behaviors under the incentives provided by the 
new system. 

Dean Holt noted that either thesis credits could be retained together with 
a two-year residency requirement for the Ph.D., or thesis credits could be 
elimin~ted and a three-year residency requirement introduced. He called 
atten~1on to the advantage provided by the first option of accounting for 
the t1me spent by faculty members in advising graduate students. 
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In response to a question from Professor Hammond, Dean Holt said the plans 
allowed for transfer of credit from a master•s degree to a Ph.D. program, 
however transfer of credits and the residency requirement for the Ph.D. 
would need to be distinct. Mr. Hoenack clarified that the plans permitted 
time spent in a master•s degree program at the University of Minnesota to 
be applied toward the six-quarter residency requirement for the Ph.D., 
however transfer of credit from other graduate institutions had not yet 
been considered. 

Professor Hammond reported that the Social Sciences Policy and Review Council 
wished to see the estimated tuition figures associated with the several 
schemes under consideration, and the assumptions on which the plans were 
based, before making a recommendation. Dean Holt stated that in proposing 
an alterantive to per credit tuition to central administration he would 
prefer to argue more from principles than from projected tuition rates. 
The two most important principles he would advance would be (1) that a 
flat-rate tuition structure replace per credit tuition and (2) that the 
increase in financial aid to graduate students must be greater than the 

J 

difference between the increase in Graduate School tuition and the average 
University tuition increase in the aggregate. He said if graduate tuition 
increases next year by another 25 percent toward the goal of tuition at J 
32 percent of instructional cost (resulting in tuition at $91.52 per credit 
for 1984-85), additional funding in the amount of $600,000 will be 
needed. (This would supplement the special allotments of $1 million re-
cently allocated by the Budget Executive to the Graduate School for use in 
1984-85 and the $500,000 awarded earlier.) 

Professor Thompson proposed using this additional funding to reduce tuition 
across the board rather than to offset high tuition for particular students. 
Dean Holt pointed out that this strategy would cause undergraduate tuition 
to rise, and this would be difficult to defend. Allocation across the 
board would also benefit all graduate students rather than the best ones 
and would be a less effective recruitment strategy. 

The Committee briefly discussed the effect of publicized high tuition on 
recruitment and whether a well-advertised financial aid program would never
theless encourage students to matriculate here. Professor Thompson believed 
that students might be influenced more by high tuition rates than the possi
bility of high financial aid, since they will not know at the point of 
application whether they qualify for aid. 

Professor Sucoff raised a question about the dispersement of reallocated 
funds targeted for financial assistance for graduate students and the 
implications of this for programs (programs that receive funds will be 
strengthened, while those that do not will not have the opportunity to improve). 
Dean Holt stressed that in the recent distributions of special fellowship J 
funds, every department that submitted a proposal received funding. The 
awards were made on the basis of the quality of the applicant pool, number 
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of students in the program, completion rate, overall quality of students 
already in the program, and degree of national competitiveness, among 
other criteria. Mr. Stevens pointed out that although all departments 
submitting proposals were awarded special funding, not all departments 
applied. To assist graduate students in departments that did not apply, he 
suggested that some of the reallocated funds be used to lower graduate tui
tion across the board and some to provide selective assistance to the best 
graduate students. 

Mr. Linne recalled the need to assist programs with currently very low 
degree requirements during the transition period to a new tuition structure. 
This means that programs with high degree requirements will receive less 
funding and those with low requirements more, and he questioned the equity 
of this. Dean Holt agreed that this was potentially a problem, but believed 
that relatively few programs would need assistance during the transition 
period. Mr. Stevens reiterated his concern over equitable distribution of 
reallocated fellowship monies and his preference for distribution of the 
funds across the board. He doubted that a policy of high tuition/high 
financial aid would prevent a dramatic decline in graduate enrollment. 
Professor Hammond agreed with some of the points expressed by Mr. Stevens 
and favored allocating at least a portion of the special funds across the 
board. Dean Holt believed the net cost of a graduate education (tuition 
and other expenses offset by the financial aid package) is most important 
in recruiting and that high financial aid will attract good students. 

Professor Weiss reported the recommendation from the Language, Literature 
and Arts Council to charge tuition by the course instead of by the credit. 
Dean Holt said that while this might work in the context of individual 
departments, the variation across the University in course credit module, 
for example, would make this idea impractical. 

Dean Zimmerman suggested that the hybrid tuition system might also work 
within the structure described in Scheme III if the first credit was 
charged at a differential rate with scaled tuition from the second through 
sixth credits. Dean Holt thought the charge for the initial credit would 
be too high to make this possible. Ms. Smith believed such a system would 
provide the same incentives as under per credit tuition. Mr. Hoenack was 
asked to analyze a hybrid tuition system along these lines. 

Professor Sucoff contrasted the $2.1 million in graduate student aid dis
cussed at the present meeting with the $7-$8 million figure mentioned at 
an earlier meeting and asked whether the larger amount would still be 
needed. Dean Holt said that it would if Graduate School tuition reaches 
32 percent of instructional cost. It was mentioned that careful consi
deration must be given to the implications for graduate programs of dis
persement of such a large sum by the Graduate School, and it was noted 
that programs' continued existence could depend on whether they received 
a share of this funding. Mr. Linne wondered how many graduate students 
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a policy of high tuition/high financial aid could support if, when competi
tion for students becomes severe in the near future, financial aid must 
cover roughly half of students• expenses in order for the University to 
remain competitive. As many or more students would need to be supported 
as are funded at present or enrollments would decline, driving tuition 
costs upward, he speculated. 

Dean Holt asked Committee members what additional information they would 
need to reach consensus on a recommended alternative to per credit tuition. 
Professor Boen said he would prefer to vote on general principles (such as 
the two stated by Dean Holt) than on a detailed tuition plan. Professor 
Lange said he would wish to know if there were viable alternatives other 
than the schemes presented. Professor Thompson suggested narrowing the 
choices to two: a hybrid system, which requires further study to determine 
an appropriate break point between the per credit and flat tuition rates; 
and a full-, half-, and quarter-time tuition structure for which estimated 
tuition rates are provided. General agreement must also be reached on how 
additional financial aid for graduate students should be allocated, Profes
sor Thompson said. 

Dean Holt emphasized the need to decide the tuition issue before March. 
Committee members agreed to meet again the following week to continue 
discussion of the tuition structure. Dean Holt said the distribution of 
student aid could be taken up at a subsequent meeting and that he would 
circulate a statement of principles and criteria concerning allocation 
of special fellowship funds. 

Dean Holt asked how many Committee members favored a m1n1mum residency 
requirement for the Ph.D. There was general support for a residency 
requirement at the doctoral level. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vicki Field 
Assistant to the Dean 

J 


